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I think this book is alright. Honestly, it has a lot of text for how little content it actually covers. The
international edition is identical to the hardcover 3rd edition, so buy it if you can just to save some
money. The only things worth knowing out of this book are the tables in Chapters 2-4 (equation
tables) and Chapter 6, buy vs. lease.

Simply put, the book had the basics of Engineering Economy laid out quite well. I only found two

problems. The book had a slightly hard time linking the words and principles it described with the
mathematical calculations and analyses. Perhaps this was simply a lack of organization or fear of
using up too much space. It seemed that the terms given and the processes talked about were often
superfluous to the main material, which brings me to the second problem. The book was rather
wordy in the introductions to the chapters and the conceptual explanations. Sometimes the
introductions didn't apply to the material very much or were left unexplained. The book, however,
did do its job, and the material was useful once it got to the point. It was excellent to use in a class,
and the useful material was rather concise and easy to learn from.

The problems ARE NOT the same in the paperback internatinal version as the hardcover version.

The page numbers and the problems in each chapter do not match the hard cover edition.

its a good book but it does not have the same problems as in the hardcover book

The book was in good condition when received. Once I used it a couple of times, the pages
detached from the cover. The material was not easy read, and at times I had to go to different
sources to understand the topics covered in this book

Pretty good engineering economics book. Clear with the presentation of the topics, but some of the
examples aren't as clear as they need to be. Overall very helpful.

Book was not in expected condition, pages were great, binding was falling out.
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